
Know Your Alumni- Event Report

15.09.2022:
‘Know Your Alumni’ was arranged on the eve of Engineer’s Day by the Alumni Committee in
association with the SPCE Alumni Association.The guests for the day were three of SPCE’s
esteemed alumni: Mr Nikunj Khelurkar(Batch of 2015, Civil Engineering Department), Mr Jay
Mehta(Batch of 2016, Mechanical Engineering Department) and Mr. Parikshit
Deshmukh(Batch of 2016, Electrical Engineering Department).The event was also graced by
Mr Shashikant Banka(Batch of 1996, Mechanical Engineering Department),the President of
SPCE Alumni Association and Mr Arun Karle(Batch of 1967, Mechanical-Electrical
Engineering Dual Degree), a patron of SPCE AA. Dr. M.M. Murudi(Principal,SPCE) also
gave his active support for the event and was one of the panel members.

The event started with the Saraswati Vandana followed by Tulsi distribution to the guests to
welcome them.The event moved ahead then with the introduction of the guests and their
enlightening talks.
Mr. Nikunj Khelurkar talked about the overall enriching college experience he had and how
that shaped him to follow his passion. He gave a wonderful message stating, ‘Follow your
heart and things work out’ to the audience.
Mr. Jay Mehta spoke about how the fests and college in general helped him identify his
skillset and hone it up to a level. His journey gave a great insight to the audience aiming to
develop themselves for a management career.
Mr. Parikshit Deshmukh made everyone understand the unstated importance of ‘sincerity’ in
an individual’s life. He gave many life-lessons through his retelling of small incidents from
college life.

The panel answered all the various questions raised by the students providing them with the
most apt guidance. Some of the questions answered were; ‘Why an MBA after an
engineering degree?’, ‘ How does a college portfolio affect in the long run in terms of
career?’, ‘What should one keep in mind while deciding on the future career path?’, etc.

Mr. Madan Narayanan gave the vote of thanks towards the end of the event extending words
of gratitude to all the faculty members as well as students for their support in making this
event a success.
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